
CS 758

Assignment 1

due by Noon on Monday, September 30, 2013

General Instructions

• Assignments must be handed in by the designated time. I prefer an electronic copy (.pdf file) submitted
by email, but I will also accept a hard copy that is dropped off in class or at my office. Due to the
large number of students in the class, no extensions will be given.

• You are permitted to discuss assignment questions informally with a partner. However, when you hand
in the assignments you must indicate who you had discussions with, and all solutions must be written
up separately. No “copied” solutions or computer code are allowed; copied assignments are considered
to be plagiarism and are subject to severe penalties.

• It is recommended that you attempt to solve every question on your own. If you do use an external
information source (a book or a research paper, for example), give an appropriate citation.

• Computational questions can be done using any desired programming tools, languages or calculators.
Maple is strongly recommended as the easiest way to do the questions. Please include all source
code, and sufficient output so I can verify the main steps in the computations.

• I am available to provide extra help or hints if you get stuck on a question.

Questions

In the questions below, numbered theorems, etc., refer to the mathematics notes on the course web page.

1. (a) Suppose that G = (X, ·) is a cyclic group of order n. Prove that there are exactly φ(d) elements
in G having order d, for any d dividing n. (Hint: use Theorem 1.22 along with the fact that every
element can be expressed as a power of a generator.)

Answer: Let a be a generator ofG, so ord(a) = n. Let n = kd. We know that ord(ai) = n/ gcd(n, i),
so ord(ai) = d if and only if gcd(n, i) = n/d = k. This happens only if i = kα where 0 ≤ α ≤ d−1.
Now, gcd(n, i) = gcd(kd, kα) = k gcd(d, α), so gcd(n, i) = k only if gcd(α, d) = 1. There are
precisely φ(d) values of α such that 0 ≤ α ≤ d− 1 and gcd(α, d) = 1.

(b) For every divisor d of 10008, determine the number of elements in (Z10009
∗, ·) having order d.

Answer: 10008 = 23 × 32 × 139. There are (3 + 1)(2 + 1)(1 + 1) = 24 divisors of 10008, and for
each such divisor d, there are φ(d) elements in (Z10009

∗, ·) having order d. The result is as follows:

d φ(d) d φ(d) d φ(d) d φ(d)
2 1 3 2 4 2 6 2
8 4 9 6 12 4 18 6

24 8 36 12 72 24 139 138
278 138 417 276 556 276 834 276

1112 552 1251 828 1668 552 2502 828
3336 1104 5004 1656 10008 3312
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(c) Find all elements in (Z10009
∗, ·) having order 72. Try to do this in an efficient way (i.e., not by an

exhaustive search).

Answer: Let a be a primitive element in (Z10009
∗, ·) (the smallest primitive element in (Z10009

∗, ·)
is 11, which is a permissible value for a). From the proof of part (a), we know that ord(ai) = 72
if and only if i = 139α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 71 and gcd(α, 72) = 1 (i.e., α ≡ 1, 5 (mod 6)). We have
that 11139 mod 10009 = 9698 = β, say, and hence the elements of order 72 are computed to be

β1 = 9698 β5 = 3986 β7 = 3244 β11 = 4155
β13 = 4396 β17 = 2360 β19 = 6315 β23 = 6086
β25 = 4707 β29 = 8383 β31 = 3071 β35 = 1931,
β37 = 311 β41 = 6023 β43 = 6765 β47 = 5854
β49 = 5613 β53 = 7649 β55 = 3694 β59 = 3923
β61 = 5302 β65 = 1626 β67 = 6938 β71 = 8078

2. In the RSA Cryptosystem, we specify that ab ≡ 1 (mod φ(n)), where a and b are the decryption and
encryption exponents, respectively. Suppose that ab ≡ 1 (mod λ(n)), where λ(n) = φ(n)/ gcd(p −
1, q−1). then prove that a and b still work correctly as decryption and encryption exponents for RSA.
You only need to prove this for x ∈ Zn∗, though it is true for all x ∈ Zn. (Hint: use Remark 1.62 and
Theorem 2.15.)

Answer: Let d = gcd(p− 1, q − 1). Then λ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1)/d. Observe that λ(n) ≡ 0 (mod p− 1)
and λ(n) ≡ 0 (mod q − 1). Suppose x ∈ Zn∗. Then, xλ(n) ≡ 1 (mod p− 1) since λ(n) ≡ 0 (mod p− 1)
and xλ(n) ≡ 1 (mod q − 1) since λ(n) ≡ 0 (mod q − 1). We have that ab = kλ(n) + 1. therefore,

xab ≡ xkλ(n)+1 ≡ xkλ(n)x ≡ 1kx ≡ x (mod p).

Similarly, xab ≡ x (mod q). By the Chinese remainder theorem, xab ≡ x (mod n).

3. Prove the two statements in Theorem 1.36.

Answer: Suppose Y is a subgroup of a group (G, ·) and suppose a ∈ G. Consider the mapping
f : Y → Y a defined by f(y) = ya, y ∈ Y . f is surjective because ya = f(y) for any ya ∈ Y a. f is
injective because ya = y′b implies y = y′. Therefore f is a bijection and hence |Y | = |Y a|.
Now consider two cosets Y a and Y b where Y a ∩ Y b 6= ∅. Suppose that y1a = y2b, where y1, y2 ∈ Y .
Then a = y1

−1y2b = y0b, where y0 = y1
−1y2 ∈ Y . Therefore, for any y ∈ Y , we have ya = yy0b ∈ Y b.

Hence Y a ⊆ Y b. Since |Y a| = |Y b| = |Y |, we have Y a = Y b.

4. The purpose of this question is to implement three attacks on the RSA Cryptosystem. Further details
about the attacks can be found in the textbook Cryptography Theory and Practice, Third Edition. I
will post relevant sections from the textbook on the course website. Note that all the computations
required for these attacks are extremely fast when implemented in Maple.

(a) The first attack can be carried out if the value of φ(n) is somehow revealed to an attacker. Since n
is public, it is a simple matter for an attacker to compute p and q by solving a quadratic equation.
You are required to carry out the attack on an instance of RSA Cryptosystem where n and φ(n)
are as follows:

n = 8308925773134384924503467050088618122327348162575591951053300399744157278570323
54336070902237316065623567990177909714846475311722928917736876038997323707780332218
99662171260645971476433743496747005660623288041713097368853790738787351235486335416
316991897616902613002373847389916823514540821528078235083362751

φ(n) = 8308925773134384924503467050088618122327348162575591951053300399744157278570
32354336070902237316065623567990177909714846475311722928917736876038997323707595018
94806379680813449740349628299663057281340026448715498192542298962384169825225268000
750613215443180481628329158652116352796881149419478575061295111752
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Answer:

p = 1092797014538065041349111794962444027875460338540596777491980235952933206961453
3653709430119130359861310579995875921535376306932769906942890023537008431557

q = 7603356947901840033705113177181003554935120935190871551295102467025496285002992
356508904546573416593125840988797293659897257093863484459159479636779819443

(b) The second attack can be carried out if the decryption exponent, a, is revealed to the attacker
(the encryption exponent, b, is public). The algorithm to factor n, given a and b, is presented in
Algorithm 5.10. Note that this is a randomized algorithm, and it might be necessary to try a few
different values of w until the algorithm succeeds. You are required to carry out the attack on
the following instance of the RSA Cryptosystem:

n = 8558673102821003545956124573200771975283076394528954607501055966954858073291014
36797829925645700893774265485865579390543649036773344957654576478932675936778058228
12379375808648059232181601381868667415364626415449672536695628452838775473262905712
462238154694491781689078111498256857897806797002709591124637083

a = 6380067633209157943911715436472055011336357945551091004871962048885399889781384
25045891857450840039157112913811068877441608262310544978094261217020273420314484625
61268924030535068038837615603082317279119785350227605312577227953592245694405423170
823860381972946170988331753105912900278641653363901303027016837

b = 7080384538588692351548801329763173300390011629330231336327047058661103846685157
88774659341151303677896887027407375750530641681472453437576546219528998556625882643
49603267120677390620889392563297194947044768755093510929911237525298451277851551368
953355563758996234006948682138703766356754243357755015635960845

Answer:

p = 9229210655178792464528483958194236914983355519961641499462267152622046726998601
213681562126901303692068571380053619663589004610635858513759511274705543379

q = 9273461645410022380431625094788398713487736605597313734183173592316450493858996
176679617020609405303087022352227248757195812542329240091828293251317521177

(c) The third attack can be carried out if the decryption exponent, a, happens to be “short” (in
practice, this means that a � n1/4, i.e., a has as most 1/4 the number of bits that n has).
The algorithm to factor n when a is small, given n and b, is presented in Algorithm 5.11. This
algorithm explicitly computes the convergents of the continued fraction of b/n. However, you can
instead obtain these convergents directly from Maple (see the Maple hints I have provided on
the course web site). For each convergent cj/dj , you just need to compute n′ as described in the
algorithm. If n′ is an integer, then solve the quadratic equation and see if the roots are positive
integers that are the factors of n. You will just keep trying successive convergents until the attack
succeeds. If the attack fails, it means that the decryption exponent is not “short”.

You are required to carry out the attack on the following instance of the RSA Cryptosystem:

n = 1177266283402023652205772465354220471204515351844505120970680095098434453706684
15048109406434863062818973018215975061159751835906444390734190356233431861395006328
18223183259156916334016531900766030059617611954016639476471706466613972293109734522
6287701978447833069336756319944122416011950401302443512699953049
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b = 1285539656509325299525502903484724748629790456201793399914522037819596387175706
72262461614780386343078243581567093359452550420118763706819594648377246748100280470
10881242413767772945174240561635676185186745741498210598696129908894924326088612170
796012849343481735886428528720568619607804190975778287495934259

Answer:

p = 9187462345423844484724945251636213564517313199168547196608462965099571523450698
968437622434967107879789821890217198819834701873137945475318275730943851377

q = 1281383519344059873212607401466517280096153790292928010810327795889061000004748
0428381046281080570871110576612713151393780252738029588716964941701131207337
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